
 

Search and Recovery Description 

 Lee was reported as overdue at 15:19hrs on 12/23/2016 by his employer in the Food and 

Beverage Department at Grand Targhee Resort.  He had been due to work at 14:00hrs and had failed to 

arrive for his shift.  The initial report was that he had been talking about going into the backcountry 

adjacent to the Grand Targhee Resort.  A text message to a friend at 08:50hrs that morning stated 

“feeling comfortable going into the backcountry”.  He was also logged as having his pass scanned at 

10:45hrs that morning on the Dreamcatcher lift with a fellow employee.  This lift provides access to the 

backcountry gate and Mary’s Nipple area.  This was his last known point.  Interviews with friends had 

him stating intentions over the previous week to ride various areas in the backcountry, though no 

specific area was identified.   

 Search efforts were initiated by the GTSP (Grand Targhee Ski Patrol) and TCWySAR (Teton 

County Wyoming Search and Rescue).  These efforts began at 16:15hrs on 12/23 when it was 

determined Lee was unaccounted for, his intentions were to go snowboarding in the backcountry, and 

that he was overdue.  Initial search areas were focused on the Peaked Mountain to Teton Canyon zones, 

and the South Leigh Canyon zones.  A scan of the Resort Boundary was also performed.  No contact was 

made that evening, and no clues were found.  The operational period ended at 22:00hrs for the night as 

a storm moved in with strong Southerly winds. 

 On 12/24 operations began at 07:30hrs with TCWySAR and GTSP personnel.  Search areas were 

designated in the zones of GTR (Grand Targhee Resort) into Teton Canyon, the ridgeline across Steve 

Baugh out to Little Mary’s, the backside (East side) of Fred’s Mountain, and GTR into South Leigh 

Canyon.  GTSP personnel also performed fine searches within the GTR boundary, and the TCWySO 

(Teton County Wyoming Sheriff’s Office) began an investigation.   

 The search efforts produced limited results.  The team that searched Steve Baugh Ridge 

reported following a solitary boot pack, though scouring SE winds from the storm limited its extent.  This 

team also observed the crown in the NE Bowl of Steve Baugh, and noted debris.  The weather cleared 

some in the afternoon, and an Air Idaho helicopter was called in for an aerial search.  A spotter from the 

GTSP was taken in the ship.  She noted a slide on the lower left flank of Nitwits, and East facing slope off 

the top of Fred’s Mountain.  She also confirmed the crown and debris in the NE Bowl of Steve Baugh. 

 Operations were limited on 12/25 due to weather.  GTSP personnel continued their search 

efforts within the GTR Boundary.  The TCWySO also continued the investigation side of things. 

 On 12/26 the weather broke some and GTSP and TCWySAR personnel assembled teams.  The 

TCWySO investigation, along with clues from 12/23 on, were all pointing the search area to the Steve 

Baugh zone.  These clues included the boot pack along the ridge, the statement by a friend that Lee 

“intended to snowboard the line adjacent to the old natural slide in Steve Baugh”, and the fact that a 

patroller had seen a lone person on top of Steve Baugh around 13:30hrs on 12/23.  A team was 

deployed in the Mill Creek zone, below the Sacajawea Lift, and searched into Teton Canyon.  A second 

team searched Teton Canyon via snow machine.   



 A third team searched out the Steve Baugh Ridge, and investigated the slide in the NE Bowl.  

They attempted to RECCO and Transceiver search the upper slope while being belayed.  These actions 

produced no signal hits.  They also wrapped around to investigate the debris below the cliff band, but 

were unable to access the area due to the avalanche hazards.  It was determined that this debris was 

the most likely area for Lee’s location, although weather conditions limited any other operations. 

 12/27 had poor weather conditions, and limited operations were conducted.  The decision was 

made to have a round table meeting the following evening, with the goal of creating an operating plan 

to access and search the NE Bowl area.   

12/28 had a clearing trend in the weather, and an aerial search was conducted of the NE Bowl 

area with the TCWySAR helicopter.  The crew performed a visual search of the Bowl, and the area of the 

debris below the cliff.  They also attempted to RECCO search the slope from the ship, with no signal hits 

made.   

The evening operations meeting made a plan to attempt to access and search the debris at the 

base of the cliff below the Bowl.  The decision was made to mitigate the upper bowls with explosives, 

then insert dog teams and searchers onto the slope below.  There appeared to be a weather window the 

following day, and the call was made to begin the operation the next morning. 

Operations began at 07:30hrs on 12/29 with personnel from TCWySAR, GTSP, TCWySO, and the 

TCWySAR helicopter.  The NE Bowl of Steve Baugh and adjacent East facing slopes were mitigated via 

helicopter with four 10kg ANFO shots.  Three of the shots produced cornice release and some loose 

snow avalanches.  The fourth shot produced a size 3 Hard Slab with a depth of 1.5 to 2 metres, that 

failed on a November facet layer above a rain crust.  The crown location was from the gunners left side 

to centre of the NE Bowl of Steve Baugh.  This sent a plume of debris onto the lower slope. 

The area was deemed safe enough for additional teams.  Three dog teams and four additional 

search staff were deployed onto the debris.  Upon insertion, a snowboard was discovered partially 

buried in the lower centre area of the debris.  The dog teams spread out and searched up slope from the 

toe of the debris.  A dog made an indication roughly half way up the debris pile, and the handler had a 

strike at the spot of the indication.  A shovel team quickly dug to Lee’s body, and he was extricated from 

a layer of old debris, roughly 1 metre below the snow surface.  The body position was prone, head 

downhill, frozen in place, and there were obvious signs of trauma incompatible with life. 

The body was packaged and long lined out from the site.  All the teams were extracted, and 

operations ceased at 13:30hrs. 

Date 20161224 20161225 20161226 20161227 20161228 20161229 

Tmax 24 23 20 7 9 9 

Tmin 11 18 0 -2 5 2 

HN24 1” 2” 5” 2” 11” 0 

SWE 0.1” 0.13” 0.25” 0.9” 1.0” 0 

Wind Speed 19 mph 15 mph 7 mph 17 mph 24 mph 17 mph 

Wind Dir 200 deg 160 deg 245 deg 225 deg 240 deg 270 deg 

Table 1:  Weather Data from Search Days from Standard 5AM Obs 



 

 



  



 


